
MFS-8H MULTI-FUNCTION STAND W/USB3.0 HUB(4 PORTS)

MFS-8 MULTI-FUNCTION STAND

＊Material:Aluminum

＊Suitable for LCD monitor, Notebook, Printer and OA equipment

＊Stors Keyboard,mouse,printer paper or others

＊Size: 520x210x65mm

＊Packing:10pcs/ctn/14.3kgs/15.3kgs/3.72'

CAR-01 COMPUTER ARM REST WITH MOUSE PAD
＊Material:Aluminum alloy & ABS plastic

＊Built-in mouse pad

＊Padded arm support

＊Packing:10pcs/ctn/11.5kgs/14.5kgs/1.9'

CAR-02 COMPUTER ARM REST W/O MOUSE PAD

＊Material:Aluminum alloy & ABS plastic

＊Padded arm support

＊Packing:10pcs/ctn/9.6kgs/12.6kgs/1.9'

CAR-03 COMPUTER ARM REST(white)

＊Simple type

＊Material:Aluminum alloy & ABS plastic

＊Can be adjusted to comfortable position

＊Padded arm support

＊Packing:10 pcs/ ctn / 7.6kgs/ 10kgs/ 2.1'

CAR-04 COMPUTER ARM SUPPORT

＊Made of ABS material

＊Reduces pressure on wrist & shoulder

＊Attaches to desktop up to 48mm thick

＊Extendable length : 9.7cm & 360° rotation

＊Packing:6pcs/ctn/15.6kgs/20kgs/2.5'

    comfortable feeling

＊3 pivot points and 2 adjustable hings can

＊3 pivot points and 2 adjustable hings can

＊Soft surface pad provides extra

  be fine turned ergonomic comfortable position

  be fine turned ergonomic comfortable position

＊Fit desk up to 45mm thick

＊Fit desk up to 45mm thick

＊Fit desk up to 45mm thick

MFS-8 



CS-8AB PLASTIC CPU STAND (BEIGE)
CS-8AK PLASTIC CPU STAND (BLACK)
＊Unique design

＊For computer case with castors

＊Adjustable width from 14.5cm to 24.5cm

＊Packing:20pcs/ctn/15.5kgs/16.5kgs/4.55'

CS-8ABL JUMBO PLASTIC CPU STAND (BEIGE)

CS-8AKL JUMBO PLASTIC CPU STAND (BLACK)

＊Unique design

＊For computer case including gaming case ,with castors

＊Adjustable width from 17.5cm to 30.5cm

＊Packing:16pcs/ctn/14.56kgs/115.56kgs/4.42'

UCS-01 UPS/CPU Stand(Black)

＊Unique design

＊For UPS with castors

＊Support up to 30kgs

＊Adjustable width from 9.7cm to 19cm

FR-2P FOOT REST

＊Ergonomic design

＊Supports your legs at your comfortable

    angle of tilt

＊Rest your legs and get off your feet

＊Packing:6pcs/ctn/11kgs/13kgs/3.5'

FR-12P FOOT REST

＊Ergonomic design

＊Supports your legs at your comfortable

    angle of tilt

＊Rest your legs and get off your feet

＊Adjustabe angel& three different

    height positions

＊Packing:6pcs/ctn/14.5kgs/15.5kgs/3.5'

MFS-9 MULTI-FUNCTION STAND

＊Material:Alumimum alloy & ABS Plastic

＊Ergonomically designed to raise monitor

    to eye level to reduce neck & eye strain

＊Universal platform design accomdates

    a wide variety of monitors

＊Store your keyboard to save space

＊Size: 610x310x100mm

＊Weight: 970g

＊Packing:15pcs/ctn/17.6kgs/19kgs/2.9'




